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MTSS: Data Driven 

Decision-Making and 

Problem Solving
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➢Discuss the importance of collecting data to make 

decisions

➢Explore types of data

➢Briefly review the functions of system wide and problem-

solving teams

➢Review a data-based problem-solving framework

➢Go over some Challenges and Considerations

Today we will….. 
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1. School-based leadership and capacity 

building infrastructure

2. Universal screening to identify at-risk 

students

3. Universal high-quality instruction

4. Tiered interventions matched to student 

needs

5. Data-based decision-making and 

problem solving 

6. Progress monitoring student growth

7. Measuring effectiveness of implemented 

MTSS practices and interventions

Key Components 
of MTSS 

Implementation
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Quality implementation of Integrated 

systems are more sustainable and 

improve outcomes

Reduced competition across content area 

initiatives

Capacity building of educator skills and 

knowledge

Why MTSS? 
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➢MTSS integrates data-driven 

decisions that are already 

happening in silos.

➢MTSS provides a consistent 

common approach and structure 

for reviewing multiple data 

points, identifying trends and 

determining root causes

(Dana Ashley, American Educator, 2015)
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Are we systematically providing a full 

range of support to all students

ensuring that ALL students are 

provided with high quality core 

instruction, equitable instruction, as well 

as evidenced-based interventions to 

support student learning needs across 

all three tiers?

https://rethinkautism-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/erin_hornbeck_rethinked_com/EZX2fROJbVJLnLQKJFlsBBwBvwocYFvX7j_1n5u92PwGoA?e=8XLB05
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Measuring the 

effectiveness and fidelity of 

MTSS Implementation

https://rethinkautism-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/erin_hornbeck_rethinked_com/EdLkl-Tt1MtEkFHcrMH8NAsBwqSKSk3uKQY1qFUZFN8eDQ?e=1zerPN
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Implementation 
Indicators

https://rethinkautism-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/erin_hornbeck_rethinked_com/Ee_EyMOq5PlOumbOqOVzcAIBDoB_l1ac4GS5duFOOsrbTw?e=qMmsJF
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c7FQQ8XcqeMTmI8U83brQql_ZaqPGJCi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c7FQQ8XcqeMTmI8U83brQql_ZaqPGJCi/view?usp=sharing
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MTSS Systems

Teams

Focus on school-wide 

systems and monitor 

effectiveness of universal 

strategies and targeted 

interventions

Talk about individual 

students and if they 

need interventions 

beyond core instruction 

Problem Solving Teams

Leadership Teams

Systems VS Problem Solving Teams

Child study, Student 

support, CLTs, grade-

level
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MTSS is a framework and within that framework are tiered 

strategies and interventions that must use data to match 

the most effective academic, behavior and social 

emotional instructional resources to a students' needs at 

all 3 tiers.

WHY is data important for 

decision-making? 
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Sharing data with 

staff and 

community help 

schools achieve 

their outcomes
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Share data in a way 

that feels most 

genuine and simple

⮚ Guides decision making

⮚ Opportunity to engage staff 

and community
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Core instruction

Targeted Interventions

Intensive Interventions

Identify problems and/or gaps

Select strategies/interventions to address 

challenges

Assess improvements in student 

outcomes

Optimize how resources are allocated

Data-Based Decision Making is a Key Component at Every Tier

Schools use strategies and interventions that are most 

effective and continue to include those in their repertoire
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What Data Sources are Available in Your School? 

Behavior 

Walkthroughs

Fidelity of 

Implementation

Stakeholder 

Climate surveys

Discipline Data

SEL Walkthroughs

Fidelity of 

Implementation 

Rubrics

Teacher Perception 

of Impact Surveys

Stakeholder 

Climate Surveys

Measures of Academic 

Progress (MAP)

Fidelity of Implementation 

Rubrics

Phonological Awareness 

Literacy Screeners (PALS)

Formative Assessment 

System for Teachers 

(FAST)

iReady Reading and/or 

Reading Recovery

Behavior Data SEL Data Academic Data
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Monitoring the fidelity 

of behavioral 

practices school-

wide and within the 

classroom
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➢Universal Data: Who is 

responding to core

➢Outcome Data: Did the 

initiative, process or 

framework meet its goals 

or show growth 

➢Process Data: Did we take 

the right steps needed to 

achieve an outcome metric

Types of 

Data
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Attendance

Academic

Discipline

Age

Ethnicity

Gender

Grade

Aggregated: Whole 

School Performance

Disaggregated: Breaking 

down whole data sets 

into groups

Aggregated VS Disaggregated Data Activity
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Aggregated Data vs Disaggregated Activity

https://rethinkautism-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/erin_hornbeck_rethinked_com/Efh-YcnPmHJDtahe8wPWZsoBJjlkWaAXcjbtKdmbIkrsPQ?e=Jvvl4T
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What problem are we trying 

to solve?

What data do we need to 

find solutions?

What do we need to do to 

maximize learning?

What is the data telling us to 

do?

How Does Data 

Guide Decisions for 

Action? 
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Multiple data sources are 

accessible and utilized at a 

systems and problem-solving 

level to proactively deliver 

academic, behavioral, and 

social-emotional/mental health 

supports
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Streamlined Data-Driven 

Supports

➢Incident Reporting

➢Robust Administrator Dashboards   

Demographic Reporting

➢Data Collection/Monitoring tools for 

staff
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Data Dialogue:

Setting goals 
and taking action
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Data Dialogue 

Protocol and 

Guiding 

Questions

https://rethinkautism-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/erin_hornbeck_rethinked_com/EdU-l6ioiZNDt29AtCjVy0ABk7tzkcaHKpse2vR_mVNDRw?e=ob5SSw
https://rethinkautism-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/erin_hornbeck_rethinked_com/EdU-l6ioiZNDt29AtCjVy0ABk7tzkcaHKpse2vR_mVNDRw?e=ob5SSw
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SAY SOMETHING!

o What are some patterns, categories, trends that are 

emerging?

o What seems surprising?

o What are some things we have not yet explored?

o Discipline data:
What's the nature of the violations?

Who is impacted?

Are these violations policy driven?

Are the behavioral consequences continuing the cycle of missed 

academic and social-behavioral instructional opportunities?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CtcoQyOuHEnuaCa1OCPsWnCnX-_auviL/view
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A protocol that is 

useful for 

organizing data 

discussions into 

steps 

https://rethinkautism-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/erin_hornbeck_rethinked_com/EV7qfEn4BO5IjXkvpskekUABTn7R_OWJ_0Od66BzOGb_iA?e=CctL2m
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Data Informed Decision Making

https://rethinkautism-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/erin_hornbeck_rethinked_com/EW2IwG-0b-dJm-_p2m9OsPMBmsfHgclTE7RB0FtpwIbF9w?e=amZnNt
https://rethinkautism-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/erin_hornbeck_rethinked_com/EYUQenxT871Nu2FAzjViACABUD-VTijJ9qpyFHOtUzbrOA?e=WUMCqD
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Data-Based Decision 
Challenges and Considerations

➢Division Support

➢Access to high-quality, 

integrated and efficient 

data systems

➢High-Quality, continuous 

staff training and support 

on how to input, access, 

and utilize data

What do you consider 

current challenges that effect 

data-based decision making 

in your school? 
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https://rethinkautism-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/erin_hornbeck_rethinked_com/EYbab-HYLlZPgmElSM8zMcUB6JNh5TYxrfTObmsR2WEnhg?e=rRi2Yt
https://rethinkautism-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/erin_hornbeck_rethinked_com/EYbab-HYLlZPgmElSM8zMcUB6JNh5TYxrfTObmsR2WEnhg?e=rRi2Yt

